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Abstract: Urban parks have significant cooling effects, which can both mitigate the urban heat is-land
effect and are crucial to the sustainable development of the human habitat. Although studies have
been conducted to explore the influence of urban park morphology on the cooling effect of parks,
they are not sufficiently in depth. Therefore, this paper took 117 urban parks in the central city of
Chengdu as the research objects based on the perspective of the quantitative classification of urban
park morphology. Then, remote sensing interpretation, spatial statistics, and regression analysis
were used, and the four indicators of cooling intensity, cooling distance, cooling area, and cooling
efficiency of urban parks were integrated to explore the cooling effect of the different morphological
types of urban parks. The results show that (1) urban parks in Chengdu could be divided into five
categories, among which the cooling effect of round parks was the best, and the cooling efficiency
was 0.7. (2) In terms of park cooling area, urban parks’ area and perimeter thresholds were 30 ha
and 4000 m, respectively. (3) When the area and perimeter of urban parks reached 70 ha and 3000 m,
respectively, the increase in the cooling distance slowed down. (4) The cooling efficiency of the park
was best when the shape index (indicating the complexity of the park boundaries) of the urban park
was 2.8. The results of the study provide theoretical support for the intensive use of urban park green
space and help the construction and promotion of a beautiful and livable park city in Chengdu.

Keywords: cooling effect; morphological classification; urban parks; urban heat island

1. Introduction

In recent years, the urban heat island effect has become an important theme in global
climate change and sustainable urban development [1]. The global urban heat island
effect is increasing due to the fact of unplanned urban sprawl and densification [2,3] and
increasing industrial operations and construction activities [4]. The urban heat island effect
not only causes increased energy consumption and excessive greenhouse gas emissions
in summer [5] but also damages urban residents’ health and quality of life [6]. Long-
term residents of urban heat island centers are even more likely to develop digestive
and neurological disorders [7]. Therefore, mitigating the urban heat island effect is an
urgent issue.

Green urban space makes a positive contribution in this regard. It consists of various
open spaces and natural areas, including urban parks, green roofs, street trees, and vertical
greening systems [8]. In hot or cold regions, green roofs and courtyards are widely used.
This is because they can improve the energy efficiency of buildings and, thus, reduce air
pollution and urban heat island effects [9,10]. Urban forests reduce temperatures in urban
microclimates through the conversion of sensible heat into latent heat by trees, and the
cooling level of trees is mainly determined by differences in canopy size and leaf volume,
etc. [11]. As one of the key infrastructures in green space, urban parks are multifunctional
and profoundly impact social, health, economic, and environmental development [12].
Studies have confirmed that urban parks are an effective way to mitigate the urban heat
island effect, and a reasonable layout of parkland can help regulate urban climate [13–15].
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Therefore, this study focuses on the cooling effect of urban parks and seeks new solutions
to the urban heat island effect.

The cooling effect of urban parks has been documented in many studies. In summer,
urban parks with dense tree canopies can cool temperatures by up to 3.8 ◦C compared to
bare urban squares and streets [16]. The average daytime cooling in small parks within
2–53 ha is 1.2–2.4 ◦C, and the cooling effect is approximately 2–4 times its width [17]. The
average cooling in large urban parks is 3.28 ◦C, and the average cooling distance is 2500 m,
which is equivalent to the width of the park [18].

In terms of influencing factors, previous studies have mostly explored the role of
park spatial structure and patch morphology on the cooling effect of urban parks, where a
patch is a relatively homogeneous and nonlinear area that differs from the surrounding
context [19]; in this study, a single urban park is treated as an independent patch. For the
spatial structure, a number of scholars conducted relevant studies. Some studies have been
devoted to comparing the cooling effects of different vegetation types, with trees having the
strongest cooling effect [20]. In addition, green areas, water bodies, and impervious surface
aggregation are important indicators for calculation. The cooling effect is better when the
vegetation cover is larger, i.e., when the proportion of park green space is larger [21]. Water
bodies, on the other hand, have a high specific heat capacity [22], and their cooling effect is
more than twice that of vegetation [23]. The greater the proportion of water bodies in the
park, the greater the cooling rate; while when the proportion of impervious surface area is
less than 50%, the cooling rate of the park decreases as the proportion of the impervious
surface increases [24]. It can be seen that the landscape composition of urban parks has an
influential role in the cooling effect, which needs to be taken into account in the study.

For the patchy morphology of urban parks, it is not only a natural, functional, and
cultural expression in the landscape perspective but also an important consideration
in urban park design [25]. Area, perimeter, and shape index are the most important
morphological characteristics of urban parks [26]. The length of the urban park perimeter is
negatively correlated with the temperature inside the park [27], and urban park area is also
significantly negatively correlated with surrounding temperature [27,28]. The complexity
of the boundary also has an effect on its cooling effect, with surface temperature decreasing
as the shape index increases [29]. On the other hand, Han [30] showed that the shape
index was only a parameter to measure morphological changes and had a strong positive
correlation with the average temperature inside the park but not with the cooling range. In
urban centers, the actual area available for urban park construction is limited. Therefore, it
is important to design the morphology and layout of urban parks rationally.

However, studies on morphology quantification have focused on architecture, urban
morphology, and traditional rural settlements. Michael [31] proposed geometric metrics
for architecture and urban morphology and considered morphological classification as a
prerequisite for analysis. Pu [32] studied quantitative methods for the overall morphology
of traditional rural settlements in two-dimensional planes in rural areas. Studies have found
that urban park patch morphology significantly affects the cooling effect [20,33], and some
scholars gradually coupled morphology with the thermal environment for analysis [34,35].
Related studies usually quantify morphology as simply circular and square using the
landscape shape index (LSI) [36]. Ideally, the LSI of the circle is equal to 1, and the LSI of the
square is equal to 1.13, while it will increase with the irregularity of the landscape shape [37].
Although the above studies quantified the morphologies of urban parks more scientifically,
the classification was crude and only divided them into two categories, circular and square,
ignoring the diversity of other forms. Moreover, the LSI uses circles as the basis of fitting
for classification, and it is difficult to accurately fit urban parks with complex or long
and narrow morphologies. Therefore, this study further deepened the morphological
classification method based on the previous work.

With the development of remote sensing technology, a large number of studies have
been conducted to obtain the land surface temperature (LST) based on satellite remote
sensing images [38–40] and used LST to measure the cooling effect of urban parks [41–43].
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However, the cooling mechanism in urban parks is reflected more in the air temperature,
and there is a certain difference between LST and air temperature [44,45]. However, various
studies combined LST and air temperature data [46–48] and found that LST was correlated
with air temperature, and the correlation decreased as the area covered by individual pixels
of LST increased [49]. At the same time, LST has significant advantages in describing the
overall urban thermal environment, while traditional meteorological stations are fewer in
number [50], unevenly distributed, and weaker in reflecting the overall urban temperature.
These all provide theoretical support for using LST to characterize the cooling effect of
urban parks to a certain extent.

Based on LST measurements, to quantify the cooling effect of the park, previous studies
have proposed various types of cooling indicators, such as cold island intensity, maximum
cooling distance, and maximum cooling area [36,51,52]. However, the cooling effect is
nonlinear in space, so it needs to be evaluated comprehensively from two perspectives,
i.e., considering the spatial continuity of the park cooling effect [53]. In addition, due
to the characteristics of nonlinearity, there are thresholds for the cooling effect of urban
parks [36,54,55], i.e., the cooling effect of urban parks will gradually decrease when a
certain boundary point is reached. This is crucial in urban planning and management and
has become an urgent topic [56]. However, the thresholds vary across studies due to the
presence of various factors such as climate [55,57].

In summary, this study can draw on the two-dimensional morphological quantifica-
tion criteria of traditional rural settlements to optimize the fitting formula of urban parks
to construct a scientific and systematic quantification method. In addition, the multidimen-
sional assessment system of the cooling effect (cooling intensity, cooling distance, cooling
area, and cooling efficiency) proposed by previous authors still needs more practice for
empirical evidence. The thresholds of the cooling effect in park cities have a certain in situ
nature, and a set of threshold data adapted to the construction of urban parks in Chengdu
still needs to be explored.

Therefore, this study took 117 urban parks in the central city of Chengdu as the
research object and focused on the cooling effect of various types of morphological parks
through a multidimensional assessment system of the cooling effect, aiming to:

• Propose a park form classification method to delineate the major parks in Chengdu;
• Evaluate the cooling effect of different morphological types of parks;
• Analyze the relationship between the park cooling effect and morphological character-

istics to determine the optimal cooling park form;
• Propose urban park planning and design optimization strategies to provide theoretical

guidance basis for the construction and promotion of park cities.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area and Objective

Chengdu (30◦05′–31◦26′ N, 102◦54′–104◦53′ E) is the capital city of Sichuan Province
in the hinterland of Southwest China, located in the plain region of the central basin of
Sichuan Province (Figure 1). Chengdu is a subtropical monsoon climate, the annual average
temperature is 15.7–17.7 ◦C, the total precipitation is 798.3–1541.0 mm, and the average
sunshine duration is 685.5–1002.9 h. Since 2018, Chengdu has continued to promote the
construction of all-wide urban parks, 5327 km of greenways at all levels and 86 new urban
parks of various types have been built, and the green coverage rate of built-up areas has
increased from 41.6 percent to 45.1 percent.

The study area includes six main urban areas of Chengdu: Jinjiang District, Qingyang
District, Jinniu District, Wuhou District, Chenghua District, and Gaoxin South District.
The population density of the study area is high, and the heat island effect is obvious in
the built-up area. In this paper, our study objectives were 117 urban parks, which are
included in the urban park catalog published by the Chengdu Landscape Park Bureau
(Figure 1). The boundary data of the administrative divisions in the figure above were
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derived from the open platform of the National Catalogue Service System for Geographic
Information “http://www.webmap.cn/ (accessed on 12 May 2022)”.
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Figure 1. Location of Chengdu in Sichuan Province and the 117 park samples in the study area.

2.2. Park Extraction and Classification

Following the guiding principles of urban park planning and design, six indicators
of urban park morphological characteristics were selected from two aspects: landscape
composition and morphology (Table 1). In terms of landscape composition, the percentage
of the water body and the percentage of the green body were selected as internal element
indicators [58,59]. In terms of morphology, urban park boundaries are complex and
fragmented, with fractal geometry, which is similar to the characteristics of traditional
rural settlements. Therefore, the fractal theory was used to classify the morphology of
urban parks [32], which was based on the quantification method of the two-dimensional
morphology of traditional rural settlements. At the same time, the area, circumference,
and shape index of the greenbelt patch can affect the cooling degree of the greenbelt to the
surrounding environment [27]. Ultimately, four morphological indicators were selected,
namely, the park perimeter, area, shape index, and minimum external rectangle length–
width ratio. Among them, the minimum outer rectangle length–width ratio can reflect
the intensity of the park’s strip feature, while the shape index can reflect the fullness and
complexity of the park’s boundary. In order to make the research results more accurate, the
shape index formula was modified using the ellipse as the reference figure.

In this paper, the Planning Cloud “http://www.guihuayun.cn/ (accessed on 16 May
2022)” and AMap “http://www.amap.com (accessed on 16 May 2022)” were used to obtain
the urban park areas of interest data (AOIs). AOI is mainly used to express area-like
geographical entities in maps and contains six basic pieces of information: name, address,
category, latitude, longitude coordinates, area, and area outer contour. For this study, it
was suitable for extracting the basic feature information of the morphologies of urban
parks. The AOI information extracted from QGIS was used to calculate the morphological
feature indicators of 117 urban parks and compare them in a comprehensive manner, as
well as to quantitatively define the minimum outer rectangle and shape index. A shape
index (S) of 2 was used as the defining value for the star-shaped feature, and then the
length–width ratio (λ) value was used to distinguish between round, strip, and round
park with a strip tendency. The results of the quantitative classification of urban park
morphology are summarized and tabulated (Table 2).

http://www.webmap.cn/
http://www.guihuayun.cn/
http://www.amap.com
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Table 1. Urban park patch indicators used in this study.

Name Equation Description

Perimeter (P) P = Pi P: Perimeter; Pi: perimeter (m) of patch i.

Area (A) A = Ai A: area; Ai: area (ha) of patch i.

Length–Width Ratio (λ) λ = bi
ai

bi: Length (m) of the minimum outer rectangle for patch i.
ai: Width (m) of the minimum outer rectangle for patch i.
λ: The length–width ratio represents the narrow and long

degree of the settlement boundary figure.

Shape Index (S) S = Pi
(1 .5λi−

√
λi+1 .5)

√
λi

Aiπ

S: Shape index, reflecting the deviation degree of the shape
between the figure and the ellipse of equal area.

Percentage of Water Body (Pw) Pw = Awi
Ai

Pw: The total water body as a percentage of the park area.
Awi: Area (ha) of water for patch i; Ai: area(ha) of patch i.

Percentage of Green Body (PG) PG = AGi
Ai

PG: The total green body as a percentage of the park area.
AGi: Area (ha) of green for patch i; Ai: area(ha) of patch i.

Table 2. Quantitative classification results of the spatial morphology of 117 urban parks.

Classified Basis Type

S * < 2, λ * < 1.5 Round park
S < 2, 1.5 ≤ λ < 2 Round park with a strip tendency

S < 2, 2 ≤ λ Strip park
S ≥ 2, 1.5 ≤ λ < 2 Star-shaped park without a clear tendency

S ≥ 2, 2 ≤ λ Star-shaped park with a strip tendency
* S is the shape index, reflecting the deviation degree of the shape between the figure and the ellipse of equal area.
* λ is the length–width ratio, indicating the narrowness and length of the park boundary morphology.

2.3. Surface Temperature Inversion

This paper used remote sensing image data from Landsat-8 TIRS on 11 August 2019,
observed at 11:33 (UTC + 8). The data were sourced from the Geospatial Data Cloud
“http://www.gscloud.cn/ (accessed on 12 May 2022)”, with a path/row of 129/39. The
image had a cloudiness of 0.89, no banding, and good image quality. Preprocessing
operations, such as radiometric calibration, atmospheric correction, and image cropping,
were performed on the data in ENVI5.3.

Landsat-8 TIRS has two thermal infrared bands, B10 and B11, and since the parameter
settings of the 11th band are still unstable and the inversion of the surface temperature
using radiative transfer equation (RTE) method for the 10th band of Landsat-8 satellite has
high accuracy [60]. Therefore, this study chose to obtain accurate surface temperature data
using the RTE method for the 10th band. Since the upfront calculation requires the use
of bands 4 and 5, both of which have a spatial resolution of 30 m, the final resolution of
surface temperature inversion is 30 m.

The main principle of the RTE method is to evaluate the atmospheric influence on the
surface thermal radiation and to remove this atmospheric influence from the total thermal
radiation observed by satellites to obtain the true surface radiation intensity, which is then
transformed into the surface temperature [61,62]. The radiative brightness B(TS) of the
blackbody is obtained according to the radiative transfer equation.

B(TS) =
[
Lλ − L↑ − τ(1− ε)L↓

]
/τ · ε (1)

The transmittance τ in Equation (1), the atmospheric upward radiant brightness L↑
(W·m−2·sr−1·µm−1), and the atmospheric downward radiant brightness L↓(W·m−2·sr−1·µm−1)
are available through the NASA official website “http://atmcorr.gsfc.nasa.gov/ (accessed
on 12 May 2022)”. After estimating the radiant brightness (TS) of the blackbody, the ground

http://www.gscloud.cn/
http://atmcorr.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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truth temperature is derived according to the inverse function of Planck’s law. The formula
is as follows.

TS = K2/ ln(K1/B(TS) + 1) (2)

K1 and K2 are constants in Equation (2), and for Landsat-8 TIRS band 10, K1 = 774.89
and K2 = 1321.08.

2.4. Park Cooling Effect Assessment

Studies have proposed to use the temperature difference between the inner and outer
environments of urban parks to define the cooling effect of parks [63,64]. Based on this, in
order to obtain the cooling effect of a large number of parks more conveniently, SU [65]
found that the temperature difference between the park’s peripheral temperature and
the park boundary point temperature and the distance from the park boundary can be
approximated as a cubic polynomial over the origin and verified its high reliability based
on a large number of actual park measurement samples.

In this paper, the cooling effect of an urban park was measured by its external ambient
LST. A multiring buffer with equal distance variation was established from the edge of the
park, and the distance of the overall buffer was 1.5 times the width of the park. Since the
resolution of the Landsat-8 remote sensing image is 30 m, the width of each ring buffer was
set to 30 m. The relationship between the temperature difference inside and outside the park
and the distance was established using a cubic polynomial with the following equation:

T(L) = aL3 + bL2 + cL + d (3)

In practice, there is no temperature difference when the distance is 0 m, i.e., T is
always 0 ◦C when L = 0 m in the cubic polynomial. Therefore, the curve fitting process was
corrected for the resulting cubic polynomial, and the final equation obtained is as follows:

T(L) = aL3 + bL2 + cL (4)

In Equations (3) and (4), T is the difference between the average LST within each
ring buffer and the average temperature inside the park, L denotes the distance from each
ring buffer to the park boundary, and a, b, and c are the coefficients of each of the cubic
polynomials obtained from the fit.

The change curve depicted by the modified cubic polynomial is shown in Figure 2.
From the figure, it can be seen that the value of the first-order derivative function of the
relational function T(L) gradually decreases with increasing distance. When its value
tends to 0, this indicates that the park loses the cooling effect on the external environment.
Therefore, this paper selected the point when the value of the first-order derivative function
is 0 for the first time and calls it the first turning point [53,64]. The first turning point is the
maximum limit of the park’s cooling effect, and if the curve does not have a first turning
point, it is replaced by the point with the smallest positive value of the first-order derivative.
By finding the first turning point data, a further quantitative description of the park cooling
effect can be achieved.

The research measured and compared the cooling effect of the park in two dimensions:
spatial characteristics and degree characteristics. The details are as follows:

• Park cooling distance (PCD), which is defined as the furthest distance from the edge
of an urban park that can be affected by the park cooling effect (Lmax), is an index used
to measure the magnitude of the park cooling effect in the horizontal direction. It has
been demonstrated that the root means square of the Lmax error derived from the fitted
equation is basically between 1.0 and 4.5 m [65].

PCD = Lmax (5)

• Park cooling area (PCA), which is defined as the area of the largest peripheral buffer
zone (Smax) affected by the cooling effect of the park [52]. The spatial distribution
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of the park cooling effect is closely related to the size and external morphology of
the park itself. A single park cooling distance (PCD) cannot capture the variation
in spatial characteristics and requires the use of the park cooling area (PCA) for
additional description.

PCA = Smax (6)

• Park cooling intensity (PCI), which is defined as the maximum difference between the
LST(Te) in the maximum cooling range outside the park and the average LST(Tpark)
inside the park. The larger the PCI, the greater the cooling magnitude of the exterior
area of the urban park and the greater the cooling effect of the park on the peripheral
area, regardless of the size and shape of the park. It has been demonstrated that the
root mean square error of the PCI derived from the fitted equations remains essentially
in the range of 0.1–0.37 K [65].

PCI = Tmax = Te − Tpark (7)

• Park cooling efficiency (PCE), which is defined as the ratio of the maximum cooling
area of an urban park (Smax) to the park area (Spark) [52]. This index reflects the external
cooling area per unit area of the park. As can be seen in Equation (7), PCE is a typical
mathematical expression of efficiency in the form of the ratio of the number of effective
outputs (“product”) to the number of total inputs (“cost”) (R = P/C). Here, the area
of park construction is considered as input (“cost”), and the effective cooling area
is considered as effective output (“product”), which can realize the measurement of
economic efficiency of urban park construction in terms of the thermal environment.

PCE =
Smax

Spark
(8)
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3. Results
3.1. Classification of Park Planar Morphology

The classification results of 117 parks in the study area of Chengdu are shown in
Figure 3a. Among them, there were 60 strip parks with the largest number. However, the
number of star-shaped parks without a clear tendency and star-shaped parks with a strip
tendency was the least, only one or two. Therefore, the cooling effect of these two types
of urban parks cannot be scientifically discussed. Round parks were evenly distributed
throughout the city center, and the larger round parks were located in the eastern region
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(Figure 3b). Large strip parks were found mainly in the south and southwest. However,
there were fewer round parks with a strip tendency in the southwest corner.
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As shown in the temperature inversion result of a satellite image of Chengdu city on
11 August 2019 (Figure 3c), the average surface temperature of the study area on that day
was 40.49 ◦C, which was higher than the average surface temperature of the urban park of
39.14 ◦C. As a whole, the temperature gradually decreased from north to south. We could
find that the number of large urban parks in the northwestern part of the study area was low,
and the surface temperature was high. Large parks such as Sansheng Huaxiang Park were
located in the south of the study area, and the cold air generated had a large penetration
distance, resulting in the southern area becoming a low-temperature zone. The average
surface temperature in Jinjiang District, where it was located, was the lowest at 39.1 ◦C.
Small- and medium-sized parks tended to be distributed inside densely built-up areas,
forming local low-temperature centers. Taking People’s Park as an example, its internal
surface temperature was 4.27 ◦C lower compared to the surrounding residential areas.

Six characteristic indicators of all urban parks were calculated (Figure 4). The average
area of round parks and strip parks was 25.5 and 20.0 ha, respectively, and there was
no significant difference in the values. The average perimeter was 1826.8 and 1830.3 m,
respectively, and there was no significant difference. However, the average area of round
parks with a strip tendency was only 50.7% of that of the round parks, and the average
perimeter was approximately 290 m smaller than that of the other two types of parks. The
length–width ratio fluctuated greatly in the three types of urban parks. The length–width
ratio of the round parks was the smallest, only 1.26, which was 0.55 smaller than that of
the round park with a strip tendency. Compared with strip parks, it was 66.3% smaller.
In terms of the shape index, the values of these three indexes were almost the same. The
percentage of green body in urban parks was in the range of 0.5–0.7, while the percentage
of water body was below 0.1.

3.2. Comparison of Park Cooling Indexes

After excluding the ineligible urban parks from the cubic polynomial fitting process,
the four cooling indices for the remaining 67 urban parks were calculated separately
(Figure 5). Some of the urban parks were excluded for the following reasons: (1) the
amount of data needed for the cubic polynomial curve fitting was not less than four groups,
so some of the urban parks with too small an area could not meet the fitting conditions
because the radius of the buffer zone was too small; (2) some of the urban parks had no
cooling effect due to the fact of their special internal conditions or the influence of the
external environment. The round parks exhibited relatively high PCA, PCD, and PCE
values, and the fluctuations of all indices were large. The maximum value of PCA in round
parks was 192.0 ha, which was 86.2 ha higher than the maximum value in the strip park.
However, there were many anomalies with high values in the strip park, indicating that
a small number of large urban parks in the strip form have been built in Chengdu. The
maximum value of PCE in the round park, on the other hand, was 9.3 larger than the mean
value of PCI in the round park with a strip tendency. As shown in Figure 5, the PCI of
urban parks was mostly positive, indicating that the LST of urban parks was significantly
lower than that of the surrounding environment. Although there was a maximum PCI in
the strip park, the mean values of both the round park and the round park with a strip
tendency were greater than it, 0.16 and 0.22 ◦C higher, respectively, and the PCI values of
the round park with a strip tendency were generally larger.

3.3. Cooling Effect of Various Morphologies of Urban Parks

To further explore the cooling effect of the different morphologies of urban parks, all
indicators were normalized and stratified using the ward clustering method in this paper.
After removing the outliers, the remaining 63 urban parks were divided into four types,
corresponding to Bundle 1, Bundle 2, Bundle 3, and Bundle 4 (Table 3).
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Table 3. Classification of 63 different forms of park cooling effect.

Bundle Sum Type Quantity Percentage

1 33 Strip park 18 54.6%
Round park 9 27.3%

Round park with a strip tendency 6 18.2%
2 11 Strip park 2 18.2%

Round park 8 72.7%
Round park with a strip tendency 1 9.1%

3 5 Strip park 4 80.0%
Round park 1 20.0%

4 14 Strip park 3 21.4%
Round park 4 28.6%

Round park with a strip tendency 7 50.0%

The main cooling effects differed for each type, as follows (Figures 6 and 7).

• Bundle 1 (Figure 6a): All four cooling indicators were low. Their PCD, PCA, PCE, and
PCI were less than 82.9%, 52.4%, 93.7%, and 73.2% of the maximum value, respectively.
This type of urban park had the weakest cooling effect. Most of them were narrow
strip parks.

• Bundle 2 (Figure 6b): Most of these urban parks focusing on cooling efficiency were
round parks with an average PCE of 0.7. Compared with the PCE of Bundle 3 and
Bundle 4, the average cooling efficiency of this type was 53.9% and 64.2% higher,
respectively. Its average shape index was the largest at 0.2, which was 71.5% higher
than the smallest value. While the average park area to water body area ratio was
the smallest. The PCE characterizes the effectiveness or economy of the park cooling
process, and the larger the PCE, the greater the economic efficiency of the urban park.
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Therefore, considering the input and output of urban park construction, the round
park had certain economic benefits in terms of the cooling effect.

• Bundle 3 (Figure 6c): These parks were dominated by cooling area and cooling distance.
The cooling effect of this type on the surrounding environment was stronger, with a
PCA and PCD generally higher than 84.6% and 70.5%. It is mainly a large area strip
park, the average area and perimeter of which are 0.7 and 0.7, respectively, which were
higher than 88.4% and 71.6% of the urban parks in Bundle 2. Park area and perimeter
are important factors influencing PCA and PCD, but they are also limited by other
conditions. For example, the largest PCA and PCD in Bundle 3 was Chengdu Happy
Valley, and its PCE was also higher, yet the park area and perimeter were much smaller
than Jincheng Park (the largest area).

• Bundle 4 (Figure 6d): The cooling effect of such parks is mainly based on the cooling
intensity. PCI was significantly higher at 0.8, while PCA, PCE, and PCG were lower.
Their PCI average was 0.3 higher than the PCI of Bundle 2 and Bundle 3. This type
of park was mainly the round park with a strip tendency and the round park, with a
higher vegetation area and lower average perimeter and area.
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In summary, the different morphologies of urban parks have different cooling effects.
Overall, round parks had the strongest cooling effect and higher cooling efficiency and
intensity, whereas round parks with larger shape indexes had good economic and ecological
benefits. The cooling effect of the strip parks was weaker, but the large strip parks could
significantly increase the cooling area and cooling distance. In addition, round parks with
a strip tendency excel in cooling intensity.
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3.4. Influencing Factors of Urban Park Cooling Effects

The four indicators of the urban park cooling effect were correlated with the four
indicators of park morphological characteristics using Pearson coefficients in SPSS25.0. As
shown in Table 4, the PCA and the PCD had a significant positive correlation with the park
area and perimeter, a positive correlation with the shape index, and no correlation with the
aspect ratio. The PCE was significantly correlated with the shape index, while the PCI was
not correlated with any of the four park cooling effect indicators.

Table 4. Correlation analysis.

Characteristic PCD PCI PCA PCE

A/m2 0.898 ** 0.120 0.964 ** 0.033
P/m 0.886 ** 0.159 0.948 ** 0.023

S 0.434 ** 0.193 0.142 0.489 **
λ −0.090 0.042 −0.053 0.089

** At the 0.01 level (two-tailed), the correlation is significant.

To further explore the causes of this cooling effect strength, a variety of functions
(linear, logarithmic, exponential, multiplicative power, etc.) were fitted to these indicators.
The results show that the PCA was best fitted with the area and perimeter as a cubic
function, with fit coefficients of 0.964 and 0.948, respectively. Similarly, the PCD was best
fitted with the area and perimeter as a cubic function, with fit coefficients of 0.898 and 0.886,
respectively. The PCI was best fitted with the shape index as a logarithmic function, with
fit coefficients of 0.489, which is analyzed as follows.

3.4.1. Correlation Analysis of Urban Park Area, Perimeter, and Cooling Area

A regression analysis of the urban park area, perimeter, and cooling area was con-
ducted. The R2 coefficient of determination for the three fits of park area and the cooling
area was 0.6968, and the correlation between them was strong (Figure 8a). The larger the
park area, the larger the cooling area. When the park area was less than 30 ha, the cooling
area increased by 5 ha for every 1 ha of park area, on average; when the park area was
larger than 30 ha, the cooling area increased by approximately 2.5 ha for every 1 ha of park
area, on average.

The R2 coefficient of determination for the three fits of perimeter length and the cooling
area was 0.7391, and the correlation between the two was strong (Figure 8b). Specifically,
when the perimeter of the urban park was less than 3000 m, the cooling area of the urban
park increased slowly; when the perimeter was greater than 3000 m, the cooling area of the
urban park increased faster.

3.4.2. Correlation Analysis of Park Area, Perimeter, and Cooling Distance

The R2 coefficient of determination for the three fits of park area and cooling distance
was 0.6035, and the correlation between the two was strong (Figure 9a). Generally, the
larger the urban park area, the larger the cooling range. When the urban park area was
less than 70 ha, the cooling range expanded by approximately 60 m for each additional
1 ha of park area, on average; when the urban park area exceeded 70 ha, the cooling range
curve of the park tended to flatten out and the cooling effect decreased. Therefore, when
planning and designing urban parks in Chengdu, the optimal value of park area should be
maintained within 70 ha if the park is to maximize the cooling effect on the surrounding
environment.

The three-time fit between the urban park perimeter and the cooling distance was also
high (Figure 9b). Specifically, when the park perimeter was less than 4000 m, the cooling
distance changed significantly, and the cooling distance increased by 0.1 m for every 1 m
increase in the perimeter, on average. When the perimeter of the park was greater than
4000 m, the cooling range also increased gently. However, when the perimeter exceeded
9000 m, the trend increased gradually.
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3.4.3. Correlation Analysis of Shape Index and Cooling Efficiency

The analysis shows that the quadratic fit between the urban park shape index and
cooling efficiency was the highest, with a significant correlation of an R2 determination
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coefficient of 0.4605 (Figure 10). Specifically, when the shape index was less than 2.8,
the cooling efficiency showed a positive correlation trend with the increase in the shape
index, and when the shape index was greater than 2.8, the cooling efficiency began to
show a negative correlation trend. From the fitting trend, the curve had a certain threshold
value. Therefore, from the perspective of maximizing the cooling effect of the park on the
surrounding environment, the optimal value of the park shape index should be maintained
at approximately 2.8.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Optimal Urban Park Cooling Effect Morphology

Our study analyzed the cooling effect and its influencing factors in 67 urban parks in
Chengdu. Urban parks of different morphology types differed in different cooling indices,
which is consistent with the results of existing studies [53,58,66,67]. The results in Section 3.3
show that the cooling efficiency of round parks was better than that of strip parks, which
may be due to the generally larger shape index of round parks. A high shape index implies
that urban parks have complex boundaries and more contact surfaces with surrounding
heat sources, which are conducive to heat transfer and heat exchange [6]. Of course, this
can also be caused by the area of strip parks being larger than that of round parks, causing
the cool air to be spread over a larger area, thus reducing the cooling efficiency.

Larger area strip parks were mainly characterized by cooling areas and cooling dis-
tances. In general, as the park area continued to increase, the lower temperatures generated
by the park were able to penetrate farther into the surrounding environment [68]. However,
some strip parks were riverfront green areas or adjacent to lake water, which often resulted
in smaller differences in the LST between urban parks and surrounding water bodies to
show significant cooling effects [6]. However, considering urban parks and surrounding
water bodies as overall patches, its presence has a stronger cooling effect. Therefore, cou-
pling green and blue spaces for correlation is an important way to mitigate the heat island
effect and enhance the cooling effect of urban parks [36,69,70].

In addition, there were some special parks in the classification results of Bundle 3. For
the Chengdu Happy Valley in Bundle 3, its area, perimeter, and vegetation-to-water ratio
were small, but PCA and PCD reached the maximum in Bundle 3, probably due to the
low density of surrounding buildings, which is conducive to the expansion of urban park
cooling flow [71]. In addition, its status as the only round park in Bundle 3 reflects, to some
extent, the superior cooling effect of round parks over strip parks.

Most of the round parks with a strip tendency had relatively large vegetation areas and
showed a strong PCI capacity. This is consistent with the results of Peng’s study [53]. The
increase in the green vegetation coverage area will significantly improve the heat exchange
capacity between urban parks and the surrounding environment; the better the vegetation
growth in urban parks, the stronger the cooling process and the higher the PCI.
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4.2. Correlation and Threshold of Cooling Effect in Urban Parks

Through the correlation analysis of urban park cooling effect indicators and morpho-
logical characteristics indicators, we further found that the two usually showed a nonlinear
relationship, practically verifying previous studies on park cooling [58,64]. The area and
extent of urban park cooling in this study were significantly and positively correlated with
the area and perimeter of urban parks, and these findings are generally consistent with
previous studies [41,72].

When the area and perimeter of the urban park increase to a threshold value, the
influence of the surrounding environment on the park will become very weak. At this time,
the cooling index of the urban park will reach the maximum value and remain stable [68].
Smaller parks have significant edge effects, unstable ecological environments, are more
sensitive to changes in the surroundings, and fluctuate greatly in the cooling effect. In
contrast, large parks provide a more stable ecological environment [15].

In this study, the cooling area curve tended to flatten out when the urban park area
exceeded 30 ha or the perimeter was greater than 3000 m. In addition, the threshold values
in different studies may vary depending on the geographic location, climate, and park
samples of the study area [36,54,73]. Peng obtained a threshold perimeter length of 13,283 m
and a threshold area of 429 ha [53]. In the correlation analysis between park area, perimeter,
and cooling distance, there was also a nonlinear relationship between the two stages. The
area and perimeter of urban parks in the second stage far exceeded those in the first stage,
such as the Chengdu Research Base for Giant Panda Breeding.

In addition, the larger the shape index of the urban park, the more complex the
boundary morphology, which can form a stable communication frequency with the sur-
rounding environment. However, when the shape index was larger than 2.8, the cooling
efficiency started to show a negative correlation trend. At this time, the urban park was
too fragmented and was split into small patches, which cannot exert a good cooling effect.
This result emphasizes the significance of large parks for building a stable regional urban
ecological coupling system [73].

4.3. Limitations and Future Research Directions

There are some limitations in this study. On the one hand, although the disturbance
areas around the park, such as large water bodies and green areas [65], were excluded
when establishing the cooling buffer zone of the urban park, the cooling effect of the park
may be related to the type of land use of the site [74] and the three-dimensional space of
the surrounding buildings [75]. This has an impact on the evaluation of the cooling effect
of parks and should be taken into consideration in future studies.

On the other hand, the difference between LST and air temperature due to the presence
of factors such as vegetation and aerodynamic roughness leads to an overestimation of
the urban heat island effect. Moreover, at the local scale, conditions such as surface
evapotranspiration and topographic elevation contribute differently to this discrepancy [76].
Future urban thermal environment studies could introduce crowdsourced weather station
data to further improve the practical value of urban park cooling studies.

5. Conclusions

This paper explored a method of classifying the morphologies of urban parks in the
central city of Chengdu and initially investigated the cooling effect of different morpholo-
gies of urban parks in terms of their impact on the surrounding thermal environment. The
main research findings are as follows:

• The cooling effects of urban parks with different morphologies on the surrounding
thermal environment were different, with round parks > round parks with a strip
tendency > strip parks. Among them, the round park with a complex morphological
boundary had good economic and ecological benefits, and its shape index was 71.5%
higher than the minimum value.
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• The area of urban parks significantly affected the cooling distance and cooling area of
parks, and the correlation coefficients were 0.898 and 0.964, respectively. When the
area of urban parks was larger than 30 ha, the increase in the cooling effect decreased
by 50.0%. For the cooling distance, the threshold value of the urban park area was
70 ha.

• The perimeter of the urban park was significantly and positively correlated with the
cooling distance and cooling area of the park. When the perimeter length was greater
than 3000 m, the park cooling area increased faster. When the park perimeter exceeded
4000 m, the cooling distance no longer increased significantly, and when it reached
9000 m, the increase rose steeply again.

• The shape index of urban parks was significantly and positively correlated with the
cooling efficiency of parks. When the shape index was 2.8, the cooling efficiency
reached the inflection point value. However, the length–width ratio of urban parks
did not have a large influence on the cooling effect.

When planning and constructing urban parks, we should weigh the economic benefits
and create more parks in the morphology of round and fewer parks in the morphology of
strips and complicate the shape of park boundaries and enrich the internal space structure of
parks so as to improve the heat exchange between parks and the surrounding environment.
In addition, the construction of green space ecological corridors in Chengdu should be
accelerated. Relying on the foundation of the existing road and water networks, ecological
corridors communicating various scattered small-area parks are established to improve the
connectivity and connectedness among the scattered small parks.

In summary, this paper provides a perspective for the study of the cooling effect of
urban parks in terms of park morphology. The research results and discussion can help
urban planners and stakeholders in their decision making, as well as contribute to the
development of park city construction in Chengdu.
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